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How To...

Decide if a Retirement Community is Right for You
hen younger adults move to a new home, it’s often
for an exciting reason—marriage, a new job, or a
growing family that needs more space, for example.
But what about retirement? You’ve lived in your
home for many years, but now your children are on
their own. It’s comfortable and full of happy memories,
but it might feel like more space than you need. How do
you decide when the time is right to make a move?
Assess your situation. Take a few minutes to
consider the following questions. Be honest with
yourself—your answers will help you decide if it’s the
right time for you to move and, if so, where to move to
improve your quality of life.
1. Do you look forward to common chores such as
mowing, home repairs, laundry, shopping, and
cooking? Does someone do these tasks for you?
2. Are you in relatively good physical condition?
How is your balance? Does it take you a long
time to do things that once took no time at all?
Are you falling more often?
3. Is it difficult to do things you once did easily,

How To...

Install a Hardwood Floor
COURTESY OF DON DICKEL FLOORS

COURTESY OF DIRIGO PINES RETIREMENT COMMUNITY

W
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such as balancing your checkbook or getting to
appointments on time? Do you feel busy every
day, yet rarely get anything done?
4. Do you still feel comfortable driving? Have
trusted friends or family members expressed
concern about your driving?
5. Do you use all the space in your house, or do you
spend most of your time in three rooms?
6. What are your expenses each month? Be sure to
consider the cost of rent or mortgage, food,
utilities, insurances, taxes, transportation, and
any services you use, such as paying a
housekeeper, your gym membership, or lawn
service.
If you are still physically fit and enjoy doing
everyday tasks but find you have more space than you
really use, you might consider downsizing to a smaller
home that doesn’t require as much maintenance and
has fewer stairs to climb.
If, on the other hand, you find that you are already
entrusting many indoor and outdoor tasks to others,

you feel unsafe living in your home, or you just feel
ready to give up the responsibilities of home
maintenance, you may want to consider a senior
living or retirement community.
Don’t be misled by the terms “senior” or
“retirement.” Often the minimum age requirement is
only fifty-five, which means some residents may not
actually be retired at all! Many of these communities
provide a variety of housing options catering to adult
residents, allowing you to choose from a private home,
an apartment, or assisted living studio.
To learn more about retirement communities in
your area, start with an internet search, call your
local area agency on aging, or ask for a referral from a
trusted friend, family member, or healthcare provider.
Feel free to ask for information in print, and request a
tour of each community you wish to consider.
With the right planning and support, searching for
your next home can be a great adventure. And if you
start now, you might never have to pick up another
snow shovel again. Who can argue with that?

H

ardwood floors can add quality and value to nearly
any room in the house. Though there’s no substitute
for an experienced professional, you, too, can install
hardwood floors with a little elbow grease and ingenuity.
Take a cue from the experts at Don Dickel Floors and
follow these instructions to install new hardwood flooring.
Step 1) Remove all base trim and undercut all door
jambs. Sweep or vacuum the subfloor.
Step 2) Establish a starting point. (Pro tip: starting
parallel to the longest wall will give you the best visual effect, as long as the subfloor is free from sagging). If a moisture retardant is used, overlap the
seams by 2-6 inches.
Step 3) Measure the room across from where you
want to start. Check the manufacturer’s recommended
expansion for the product you are installing. Measure

back from the wall that distance and snap a chalk line.
Step 4) The first two rows should be long straight
boards. Lay the first row on the chalk line. Predrill
the first row. (Pro tip: if you nail the first row behind
the base trim line, you won’t see the hole the nail
makes.) Then blind nail the same board and the second board. Nailing should be 8-10 inches apart, closer
for wider boards.

nailing every 8-10 inches and 1 1/2 inches from the
ends. (Pro tip: if you come across a board that is
warped and doesn’t want to fit, tip your nailing gun a
little and hit it. That should bring the board in.)

Step 5) “Rack” (lay) the floor. When laying out the floor,
the end joints should be 6 inches apart. (Pro tip: for the
best appearance, open the boxes and lay out the floor 10
rows at a time. Remove the boards you don’t like.)

Step 7) The final rows that can’t be blind nailed will
need to be top nailed. Predrill the hole with a bit
slightly smaller than the nail, then nail it to ensure
holding power (an 8d finishing nail is recommended).
(Pro tip: always make sure your cuts extend close
enough to the wall to be covered by the base molding.)
Rip the last row so there is proper expansion parallel
to the end wall. If it is less than 1 inch, glue it to the
board preceding it.

Step 6) Install the floor. (Pro tip: you are the final
inspector of the wood. Check all pieces for dents or
finish irregularities before you nail it down). Begin
flooring installation with several boards at a time,

Step 8) Install the base molding. Clean the floor and
enjoy. (Pro tip: check with the manufacturer for
cleaning instructions. Always follow the manufacturer’s recommendations for best results.)
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WHAT CAN
NEW ENGLAND HOME
HEALTH CARE DO FOR YOU?
Daily living assistance such as meal preparation, bathing,
dressing, transferring, feeding and toileting.
Housekeeping duties including dusting, vacuuming, and
cleaning of bathrooms, kitchens and bedrooms.
Transportation to medical appointments and errands
such as the grocery store (and even grocery shopping).
Companionship is vital for a healthy lifestyle. We are
happy to take you to the mall, read to you, or play games
with you.

“Jen has been my CNA for 16 years
and she makes it possible for me to
stay where I want to be, at home.”

Licensed nurses can fill your pill box weekly and assure
medication compliance, help you to understand and teach
you how to manage your disease process.

How To...

New England Home Health Care can work in conjunction
with your Medicare Agency to supplement the care they
provide, or to continue the care they provided after you
have been discharged.

Choose the Right Home Health Agency
COURTESY OF NEW ENGLAND HOME HEALTH CARE

F

or many, it’s a nightmare scenario—an injury or illness forcing you to stay home for
an extended period. You miss work, family, and personal time. Perhaps the worst of it
is the lingering question: “Who will take care of me?”
Home health care comprises a wide range of health care services provided in your home
after injury or illness. It can be more convenient and just as effective as care you’d receive
in a hospital or nursing facility, and can provide services such as housekeeping,
transportation, living assistance, and even companionship.
How do you choose the right home health agency for you? First, know what your needs
are to help decipher what agency would be able to offer the best overall quality care. Do
you need:
• Concierge services—non-medical needs such as transportation to appointments or errands,
housekeeping tasks, medication reminders, meal preparations, and companionship
• Nursing care—medication refills, IVs, wound care and therapy
• Post-surgery care
• Pediatric care
• Elder care—assistance with bathing, dressing, toileting, mobility, and eating
• Staff relief services
Then, ask prospective providers these important questions:
Is the agency licensed by the state?
Some agencies are registered by the state, which means they are not required to meet
regulatory standards. However, you want an agency that is licensed by the state. This
requires the agency to meet strict regulations. The Division of Licensing and Certification
monitors licensed agencies on a regular basis to ensure compliance with these regulations.

How is care tailored to my needs?
At many agencies such as New England Home Health Care, a plan of care will be
developed with the client and/or family members that’s customized to the client’s needs.
This plan of care is reviewed by caregivers prior to the caregiver starting an assigned shift.
Are the caregivers trained and certified? Employee screening? Are they insured
and bonded?
While most agencies like New England Home Health Care only hire employees with a
valid certificate of training, it’s not always the case. Some unlicensed agencies hire
employees with little to no experience, and training is not completed until months after
hire. Because unlicensed agencies are not regulated, they may not have strict hiring
requirements.
How are the caregivers supervised? How do the caregivers know what you need?
At an agency like New England Home Health Care, registered nurses (RNs) supervise
the caregivers. An RN will visit your home or contact you regularly to discuss any
questions or concerns about your care.
What if there’s a medical concern or an emergency? What if a caregiver is sick?
Many agencies like New England Home Health Care have an RN and a scheduler
available 24/7 for both clients and caregiver needs.
How long has this agency been serving the community? What is its reputation and
what areas does it serve?
New England Home Health Care has been a licensed home health care provider in Maine
for more than 30 years, providing service to Penobscot, Piscataquis, and Hancock counties.
To learn more or to schedule a “meet and greet,” call 207-945-3374 or visit nehhc.com.

Client Testimonial
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Peace of Mind...
Caregiver Testimonial
“Hi, my name is Suzanne Beale, and I am proud to say that I
have worked for New England Home Health Care as a CNA for a
little more than 26 years now. They have been a real good company
to work for. They are very flexible when it comes to the hours you
can or want to work. I have been very fortunate to be able to work
with some clients for long periods of time. I have been blessed to
have worked with a variety of people of all ages. I think one of the
most important reasons I have kept working for this company is
knowing that when I go home everyday from working with a
client, I have made a difference in someone’s life.”

...is knowing you have the highest quality care in
the best place on earth: home. New England Home
Health Care’s staff of RNs, LPNs, CNAs, and
certified PSSs are dedicated to providing you with
a high quality of care that is specific to your needs.
All client care is guided and supervised by a
Registered Nurse. “Peace of Mind” is only a phone
call away.

Call us for a free consulation.
We are avaiable 24/7 to assist you.

New England Home Healthcare is curently looking
for caring individuals to fill the following positions.

PSS, CNA, RN & DSP/CRMA

Serving Penobscot, Piscataquis & Hancock Counties since 1986
74 Gilman Rd, Suite 3 | Bangor, Maine 04401 | Phone: (207) 945-3374 | Toll Free: 1-800-287-0338 | www.nehhc.com
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How To...…Choose a Financial Planner

How To...…
Select a Realtor

A

t some point, almost everyone could
benefit from financial advice from a
trustworthy advisor. Having someone
to turn to for life’s financial puzzles
brings peace of mind to situations that
can otherwise feel overwhelming.

COURTESY OF NEXTHOME EXPERIENCE

T

here are a lot of options on the
market when it comes to selecting a
realtor. In fact, it can be downright
overwhelming. By following a few
simple steps and keeping the following
things in mind, you’ll be on your way to
working with the realtor that’s perfect
for your needs.

MOODBOARD, ANDREYPOPOV/THINKSTOCK

Need one? Find one!
Getting recommendations from family
and friends is a great place to start
your search, said Jon Cota, broker/
owner at NextHome Experience in
Bangor. Many of them have had their
own experience with realtors in the
past and can offer suggestions. Of
course, a quick search online will
reveal many realtors in your area.
Make sure they’re qualified.
A good realtor should possess all the

state-required licenses and take part in
ongoing professional training, said
Cota. They should have proven sales
experience, an understanding of market
trends, and be organized. A good realtor
is also a good listener, said Cota, is
communicative, and displays integrity.

sellers should shoot to be under
contract in the first few weeks of
listing. This can't always happen, he
said — and a good realtor
communicates the possible reasons
why with solid research and data, and
should be prepared with suggestions.

Results!

Why is NextHome an excellent
choice?

Buyers working with a good realtor
should expect to find a match in less
than 10 showings, said Cota, and

NextHome is “the future of real estate,”
said Cota. “We offer ever-changing,

mind-blowing technology and some of
the best people you could meet—we
automatically
expect
more
of
ourselves.” The company prides itself
on offering full-service real estate
solutions and innovatively embracing
technology to make home buying and
selling easy and seamless for their
clients and customers.
For more information about NextHome,
visit mynexthomeexperience.com.

Financial planning can address one-time
events like graduations, marriages, divorce, starting a new family or receiving
inheritances. But most often, financial
planning is a process, and a good advisor
helps you navigate twists and turns. The
following considerations can help you
find the right advisor for you.
The Right Fit: Don’t underestimate
the power of “goodness of fit” with your
financial advisor. You want to feel comfortable and relaxed in conversation
with your advisor. Financial terms can
be downright confusing. Even worse,
sometimes financial “rules of thumb”
conflict with one another. A good advisor will be both your partner and coach
in helping you filter out the noise,
focus on your goals, and make savvy
financial decisions.

Experience: A truly experienced planner will feel comfortable sharing the details of their education and experience.
How long have they been working in financial planning, investment advice, and
financial services in general? What kind
of credentials do they have? For example,
many financial advisors have the Certified Financial Planner (CFP) designation.
A CFP professional has completed education and experience requirements, and
has passed a rigorous exam covering the
essential elements of financial planning.
CFP professionals must also satisfy continuing education requirements. There
are many other credentials in financial
services—be sure to ask what an advisor’s
credentials mean.

Payment: Your advisor should feel
comfortable discussing their fees in simple terms. There are many ways financial advisors are paid, and it can be
frustrating. Advisors can combine different types of fees, but they can usually
be boiled down to four different types:
commission, assets under management,
retainer, and hourly.

COURTESY OF SAGEPATH FINANCIAL PLANNING

Commission: Advisors who are paid by
commission receive compensation
through the investment products you
purchase from them. The products may
be mutual funds, annuities, or insurance. The commission rate can vary
greatly, but is usually 3-5% for mutual
funds. Commissions can be much higher on annuities and insurance products.
The fee can be paid when you buy, when
you sell, or can span a number of years
of your investment ownership.
Assets Under Management: Assets
under management advisors manage
your investments for you and you pay
them based on a percentage of those investments. A typical assets under management relationship charges 1% of assets per year. There is often a requirement that you have a minimum amount
of investment assets before becoming a
client. You check in with your advisor
on a regular basis and whenever you
need their advice.
Retainer: A retainer-based advisor
sets a fee to be paid periodically – it

could be monthly, quarterly, or annually. This advisor will typically
base their fee on estimated hours, or
on the complexity of your investments, or some combination of
these. A retainer-based advisor may
manage investments for you, or they
may give you recommendations for
you to implement.
Hourly: Hourly financial advisors
charge you for the time they spend on
your financial planning needs. Here
in Maine, you can expect to see hourly rates of $200-$300 per hour. Hourly
advisors can address wide-ranging
questions and will provide specific
recommendations for you to implement. You can check-in with an hourly advisor on a regular basis and asneeded, when life inevitably changes
or throws a curveball.
Keeping these considerations in mind
can uncover valuable details as your
shop for a financial planner. Very
likely, you’ll know when you’ve found
the right fit.
© RAWPIXEL.COM / ADOBE STOCK
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How To...

Transform a Fixer-Upper

T

he real estate market will always have its ups and downs, but real estate is an
oft-profitable investment. Real estate investors do their investing for various
reasons. Some see a house as a place to hang their hats for years and years, while
others look at properties as nothing more than investments.
Buying a home with the intent to fix it up and resell it is called a “fix and flip.”
In such situations, investors buy homes at below-market prices before refurbishing
the homes with the goal of recouping their initial investment and then some when
the homes are ultimately put back on the market. Flipping has become popular for
both expert remodelers and novice investors. RealtyTrac®, the nation’s leading
source for comprehensive housing data, noted in its “Year-End and Q4 2015 U.S.
Home Flipping” report that 5.5 percent of all single family home and condo sales
during the year were flipped properties. This marked an increase from the same
time the previous year.
Investing in a fixer-upper requires a leap of faith and a vision of what the home
can look like in the future. Turning a real estate lemon into lemonade requires
certain skills and a good measure of patience. The following are some guidelines to
get anyone started.

How To...

Buy a New or Used Vehicle

• Don’t bite off more than you can chew. Make an honest assessment of your
abilities and which renovations, if any, you can handle. If you are unskilled or
inexperienced working with your hands, then it can be easy for an investment
property to quickly become a money pit. Before purchasing a property, hire a
trained home inspector to tour the home with you and point out all of the areas
that will need renovation. With this list, begin getting estimates on how much
money the work will entail. Determine if this fits with your budget or not. You do
not want to invest so much that it exceeds what you could feasibly recoup when
it comes time to sell.

COURTESY OF LEE AUTO MALLS

hether you’re buying a new vehicle or one that’s just new-to-you, there’s no doubt
that it’s an exciting purchase. But that purchase can come with a lot of considerations—
after all, you can’t just walk in and pick the first one that catches your eye. Fortunately,
there are experts to help you out. Adam Lee, chairman of the board at Lee Auto Malls,
knows a little about vehicles—his company’s been chosen as Maine’s Used Car Dealer of
the Year for the last four years by DealerRater. Follow these tips, and you’ll be smelling
that “new car” scent in no time.

• Overlook cosmetic things when visiting properties. Cosmetic issues include
all of the easily replaceable items in a home, such as carpeting, appliances, interior
paint colors and cabinetry. Focus on the bones of the house — the architectural
integrity and those little touches that you envision having a “wow” factor.

Determine your budget:
Don’t just think about the total cost, said Lee. Also consider how much you can afford to
spend monthly—if you’re not paying in cash, you’ll likely be making some sort of monthly
payment. Having a budget in mind also helps the sales staff help you: “I think customers
have this sense that someone may try to take advantage of them,” said Lee, “but the
average salesperson really just wants to find a car that fits the customer’s budget.”

• Seek the help of experts. Some flippers think they’ll save the most money by
doing all of the work themselves. This isn’t always the case. Professional architects, designers and contractors may help you save money. Contractors have an
intimate knowledge of where to buy materials and may be able to negotiate prices
based on wholesale or trade costs. In addition, experts can help you avoid common
pitfalls because they’ve already done this type of work time and again. It’s smart to
rely on expert advice, even if it means investing a little bit more.

Do your research:
You don’t have to know exactly what you want, but it helps to have an idea. Many dealers
display their inventory online—Lee’s is at creditnow.com, for example. “My assumption
is that most customers’ goal is to get into a dealership, find a car they like, buy it, and get
out without spending their whole day there,” said Lee. Determining your wants
beforehand can speed things along.

• Save money by doing some work yourself. While the pros may tackle the
more complex parts of a given project, such as rewiring electricity or changing the
footprint of a home, you can still be involved. Ask to participate in demolition,
such as taking down walls or removing old materials from the home. Such participation may be fun, and it can save you substantial amounts of money on labor.
• Recognize that not everything must be completely redone. Realize that, in
some instances, a coat of paint and some new accents may be all you need to transform a space. For example, if kitchen cabinets are in good condition, see if they can
be refaced or painted instead of replaced entirely. Install new door pulls/handles
to add visual interest. Look for some ready-made items, such as bookshelves, instead of installing custom carpentry.
• Think about what the buyer wants and not what you want. Renovate with
an eye toward prospective buyers’ needs. Keep things neutral and accommodating.
Research the latest trends to understand what buyers might be seeking in a home.
You want potential buyers to envision themselves moving right in.
Renovating a fixer-upper takes time, but it can be a worthwhile project, and one
that can help anyone turn a profit in a booming real estate market.

© MINERVA STUDIO / ADOBE STOCK
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You’re the boss:
Understand the customer is in charge, said Lee. There is no hurry. Take your time. Look
the car over closely—if it’s a used car, it may have a dent or a scratch. Check things like
the tires, and then take it for a drive. “If you have any concerns at all,” said Lee, “tell the
salesperson and the manager that you need to take it to another dealership or independent
mechanic that you trust.”
KERKEZ, CREATAS/THINKSTOCK
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Paying for the vehicle:
If you’re not paying cash, you’ll likely need some sort of financing. Many dealers offer
financing options—Lee Auto Malls and Lee Credit Now work with many different banks to
secure loans for their customers. They can even work with customers with credit trouble:
“If somebody has had problems with credit in the past,” Lee said, “we also work with a
finance company that is more than willing to take a risk and go out on a limb to help them.”
Get a tour:
Many newer vehicles are technologically advanced. Ask your salesperson to walk you
through them—pairing your phone with your new vehicle, for example, or operating the
GPS. After that, prepare to enjoy the open road.
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